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[1] Through the assimilation of present-day mantle seismic structure, adjoint methods can
be used to constrain the structure of the mantle at earlier times, i.e., mantle initial
conditions. However, the application to geophysical problems is restricted through both
the high computational expense from repeated iteration between forward and adjoint
models and the need to know mantle properties (such as viscosity and the absolute
magnitude of temperature or density) a priori. We propose that an optimal first guess to the
initial condition can be obtained through a simple backward integration (SBI) of the
governing equations, thus lessening the computational expense. Given a model with
known mantle properties, we show that a solution based on an SBI-generated first guess
has smaller residuals than arbitrary guesses. Mantle viscosity and the effective Rayleigh
number are crucial for mantle convection models, neither of which is exactly known.
We place additional constraints on these basic mantle properties when the convection-
induced dynamic topography on Earth’s surface is considered within an adjoint inverse
method. Besides assimilating present-day seismic structure as a constraint, we use
dynamic topography and its rate of change in an inverse method that allows simultaneous
inversion of the absolute upper and lower mantle viscosities, scaling between seismic
velocity and thermal anomalies, and initial condition. The theory is derived from the
governing equations of mantle convection and validated by synthetic experiments for both
one-layer viscosity and two-layer viscosity regionally bounded spherical shells. For the
one-layer model, at any instant of time, the magnitude of dynamic topography is
controlled by the temperature scaling while the rate of change of topography is controlled
by the absolute value of viscosity. For the two-layer case, the rate of change of topography
constrains upper mantle viscosity while the magnitude of dynamic topography determines
the temperature scaling (lower mantle viscosity) when upper-mantle (lower-mantle)
density anomaly dominates the flow field; this two-stage scheme minimizes the tradeoff
between temperature and lower mantle viscosity. For both cases, we show that the theory
can constrain mantle properties with errors arising through the adjoint recovery of the
initial condition; for the two-layer model, this error is manifest as a tradeoff between the
temperature scaling and lower mantle viscosity.
Citation: Liu, L., and M. Gurnis (2008), Simultaneous inversion of mantle properties and initial conditions using an adjoint of mantle
convection, J. Geophys. Res., 113, B08405, doi:10.1029/2008JB005594.
1. Introduction
[2] Geophysical observations, especially seismic tomog-
raphy, plate motions, and the geoid have provided valuable
constraints on mantle viscosity and temperature. Global
seismic tomography has provided constraints through the
resolution of slab-like high-velocity anomalies extending
into the lower mantle and large-scale low-velocity anoma-
lies rising from the CMB [Grand et al., 1997; Van der Hilst
et al., 1997; Masters et al., 2000; Ritsema et al., 2004].
Deep-rooted columnar low seismic velocity structures,
associated with surface hot spots, may have been detected
and could be indicative of active mantle plumes [Montelli et
al., 2004]. Closer to the surface, regional tomography has
imaged active subduction zones showing high seismic
velocity slabs overlain by low-velocity mantle wedges
[Zhao et al., 1997; Huang and Zhao, 2006]. Although
tomographic images are informative by providing a snap-
shot of mantle convection, the observation only constrains
the final instant of a time-evolving system. Moreover, we do
not know the exact scaling from seismic velocities to either
temperature or density.
[3] Other observations beyond seismic imaging and gravity
that extend into the time domain are needed to constrain the
time dependence. An important constraint comes from the
velocity of plates and their time dependence that can be
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predicted in global flow models [Lithgow-Bertelloni and
Richards, 1998]. Another possibility comes from surface
topography (through stratigraphy and relative sea level) that
has been used as constraints on time-dependent models of
mantle convection [Gurnis, 1993], some with assimilated
plate motions [Gurnis et al., 1998]. However, previous
models of mantle convection have faced the difficulty of
incorporating reasonable initial conditions. For example,
Bunge et al. [1998] assumed a quasi-steady state mantle
structure achieved by imposing the Cretaceous plate motion
for a relatively long time before allowing time-dependent
plate kinematics to start. This assumption is potentially
problematic since plate motions change continuously.Gurnis
et al. [1998] used an initial condition at 140 Ma in a model of
the Australian region based on the earlier geological evolu-
tion. Steinberger and O’Connell [2000] and Conrad and
Gurnis [2003] utilized a simple backward integration of the
convection equations while neglecting thermal diffusion to
predict past mantle structure. This method limits its applica-
tion, because neglecting thermal diffusion will lead to the
accumulation of artifacts at thermal boundaries with time
[Ismail-Zadeh et al., 2004].
[4] An alternative approach to recovering initial condi-
tions is through the use of the adjoint method widely used in
meteorology and oceanography [Talagrand and Courtier,
1987] and recently applied to mantle convection [Bunge et
al., 2003; Ismail-Zadeh et al., 2004]. The method constrains
the initial condition by minimizing the mismatch of a
prediction to observation iteratively in a least squares sense.
Bunge et al. [2003] implemented an iterative method within
a model of spherical-shell mantle convection and explored
the method with synthetic experiments; initial conditions
were well recovered. Instead of running the adjoint equation
for the whole time period in a single iteration, as in the
method of Bunge et al. [2003], Ismail-Zadeh et al. [2004]
recovered initial conditions by integrating backward with
the forward adjoint looping embedded within each time
step. This different iterative scheme was carried out in a fluid
with temperature-dependent viscosity within a Cartesian
domain. For the problem explored, the forward adjoint
looping reduced the total calculation time substantially.
The application of these methods to real geophysical prob-
lems, however, is limited by the fact that besides the past
mantle structures, the rheology and effective Rayleigh
number of the mantle are unknown. In other words, in
order to restore the structure of the mantle at some point in
the past, we first need to have independent constraints on
the viscosity and density (or temperature) of the mantle.
[5] In this paper we attempt to overcome this limitation
and recast the problem so that mantle temperature and
viscosity (effectively, the Rayleigh number) are left as
unknowns in addition to the initial condition. In addition
to present-day images of the mantle (i.e., from seismic
tomography), we add two additional constraints: surface
dynamic topography and its rate of change as a function
of time. The method is developed and its limitations
explored with a suite of synthetic experiments. Using
seismic tomography, plate motions, and stratigraphic
observations, the method is applied to the descent of the
Farallon slab beneath North America since the Cretaceous
(L. Liu et al., Reconstructing Farallon plate subduction
beneath North America back to the Late Cretaceous,
manuscript in review, 2008).
2. Adjoint Method in Mantle Convection
[6] To develop the adjoint method, consider an initial
value problem in which all the governing equations and
boundary conditions are known and numerical errors are
negligible. Any mismatch in the prediction with respect to
observation should be attributed to errors in the initial
condition. This relation can be expressed as dJ = (@J/
@a
*
)da
*
, where J is a scalar cost function, which defines
the mismatch of prediction from data and a
*
is the initial
variable that potentially carries error. If the expression @J/
@a
*
can be obtained, then the perturbation (the error) da
*
of
the initial condition can be retrieved. For simplicity, we
define the cost function J as a function of temperature T as
J ¼
Z
V
Tp  Td
 2
dv ð1Þ
where Tp is the predicted temperature and Td is the actual
temperature (with the subscript d denoting data).
[7] The governing equations for mantle convection, as-
suming incompressibility and a Newtonian fluid, are
r u*¼ 0 ð2Þ
rP þr  hr u*
 
¼ rmaDT g
* ð3Þ
@T
@t
þ u* rT ¼ kr2T ð4Þ
where u
*
is velocity, P is dynamic pressure, h is dynamic
viscosity, rm is ambient mantle density, a is coefficient of
thermal expansion, DT is temperature anomaly, g
*
is
gravitational acceleration, T is temperature, and k is thermal
diffusivity.
[8] We assume that T is the only variable that brings error
into our prediction. Our goal is to obtain the expression
@J/@T. This expression can be obtained through a con-
straint on the energy equation by introducing the adjoint
variable l (mathematically the Lagrangian multiplier) that
forms a Lagrangian function L [cf. Sun et al., 1991]
L ¼ J þ
Z
V
l
@T
@t
þ u* rT  kr2T
 
dv ð5Þ
[9] A perturbation in L corresponds to perturbations in
J and T, respectively. Subsequently, we will use d to
represent perturbed quantities.
dL ¼ dJ þ
Z
V
l
@dT
@t
þ u* rdT  kr2dT
 
dv ð6Þ
[10] In principle, the velocity u should also contribute to
this perturbation since it depends on T (see equation (3)),
but we choose to neglect the velocity dependence in
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equation (6). This is because, first, a full differentiation of
equation (5) leads to a coupled system of the adjoint and
forward models which is numerically challenging to imple-
ment [Bunge et al., 2003]; second, inaccuracy from omis-
sion of the u-dependence in equation (6) is diminished by
the variational approach to the single temperature-adjoint
solution through iterative schemes we will describe. By
applying integration by parts over time and space to
equation (6) with appropriate boundary conditions, we
obtain an expression of dJ/dT
dJ
dT
¼ @l
@t
þ u* rlþ kr2l ð7Þ
This is also called the adjoint equation.
[11] In practice, dJ/dT is nonzero only at the final time for
a mantle convection model when the mismatch between
prediction and data is made. The adjoint energy equation is
the same as the forward energy equation except for the
diffusion term that has an opposite sign. This feature
enables the adjoint equation to describe the backward
advection-diffusion process. This adjoint of the energy
equation has been derived for meteorological [Sun et al.,
1991; Sirkes and Tziperman, 1997] and mantle convec-
tion problems [Bunge et al., 2003; Ismail-Zadeh et al.,
2004].
[12] We interleaved the backward adjoint calculation with
a forward solution of the energy and momentum equations
within an iterative procedure similar to that proposed by
Bunge et al. [2003]. Our convention for subscript refers to
time (0 for initial; 1 for present) while those for superscripts
refer to the number of iterations. The number of iterations
is determined by the accuracy to which we desire our
prediction to satisfy data. Specifically, these are the steps
followed:
[13] 1. Solve the forward problem with all three govern-
ing equations (equations (2) to (4)) with initial condition T0
n
(0  n  N, where n is the iteration number) and predict T1n.
The first initial condition T0
0 is potentially arbitrary. Store
the velocity field for all time steps.
[14] 2. Compute the mismatch Jn and its gradient @Jn/
@T1
n; solve the adjoint energy equation (equation (7)) with
the velocity stored in step 1 from t1 to t0 and obtain l0
n.
[15] 3. Update the initial field: T0
n+1 = T0
n  a(n)  l0n,
where a(n) is a damping factor (defined as in the work of
Ismail-Zadeh et al. [2004] except that we took a simple
form assuming a(n) only depends on n), with n0 an
adjustable integer
a nð Þ ¼ 1= nþ n0ð Þ ð8Þ
[16] For each experiment described below, we assume
that the true mantle temperature in both the past and present
are known. This past mantle state is the solution we seek by
applying the adjoint method, and the present state is the
target function we match with the prediction. These so-called
reference states are generated by forward runs solving the
normal convection equations (equation (2)–(4)).
[17] The forward and adjoint models, as described above,
were computed with CitcomS, a finite element code that
solves thermal convection problems relevant to Earth’s
mantle [Zhong et al., 2000; Tan et al., 2006]. The version
of CitcomS used here solves the equations in a spherical
geometry and scales well on large parallel computers. Our
changes were made to CitcomS version 2.1.0 obtained from
the Computational Infrastructure for Geodynamics (http://
geodynamics.org).
[18] Our first goal is to find an optimal implementation of
the adjoint method as presented in section 2, reducing the
computational cost while reasonably solving for the initial
condition. To start the iteration, the adjoint method requires
a first guess to the initial condition. For a linear inverse
problem, the solution is independent of the first guess
[Tarantola, 2005]. However, mantle convection is a nonlin-
ear problem and the adjoint method is applied to the energy
equation only. This means the solution to the inverse
problem may not be independent of the first guess, at least
after a reasonable number of iterations.
[19] The model domain is colatitude q 2 [1.27, 1.87],
longitude 8 2 [0.0, 0.6] (both in radians), and the nondi-
mensional radius r 2 [0.55, 1] (normalized by radius of the
earth). Boundary conditions for the forward model are: n
* 
u
*
= 0 and n
*  ru*tg = 0 on all boundaries, where n* is the
outer normal vector, u
*
is velocity vector, and u
*
tg is the
tangential velocity; the surface and core-mantle boundary
(CMB) are isothermal, while the sidewalls have zero heat
flux, i.e., n
*  rT = 0. The adjoint model has zero adjoint
temperature on the surface and CMB, and zero adjoint heat
flux on the sidewalls. In our numerical experiments, the
Rayleigh number is defined as
Ra ¼ rmgaR
3
oDT
hok
ð9Þ
where DT is the temperature drop from CMB to surface.
And the actual time t is related to the model time t0 by
t ¼ t0R2o=k ð10Þ
[20] All the symbols are listed in Table 1, with their
dimensional values. Hereafter in section 3, all physical
quantities are normalized with their dimensional values, if
not noted separately.
3. Adjoint Models
[21] We carried out two sets of numerical experiments
that used the forward adjoint looping to estimate initial
conditions. The first set has a uniform viscosity (h = 1), a
constant ambient mantle temperature, and a Rayleigh num-
ber of 1.0  108. The second set of experiments has a more
Table 1. Summary of Model Parameters
Parameter Symbol Value
Radius of the Earth Ro 6371 km
Gravitational acceleration g 9.81 m s2
Reference mantle density rm 3300 kg m
3
Reference viscosity ho 10
21 Pas
Thermal diffusivity k 106 m2 s1
Thermal expansity a 3  105
Superadiabatic temperature
drop from CMB to surface
DT 393C (sections 3.1 and 4)
1965C (section 3.2)
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complex viscosity, a thermal boundary layer on top and a
higher Rayleigh number.
3.1. Models With a Single Layer
[22] In this first set of experiments, the reference states
include an initial condition (Figure 1a) which has a spher-
ical hot anomaly in the lower part of mantle (with a
maximum temperature increase of DT = 0.3 at the center
and a Gaussian temperature profile across the center) and a
final condition produced by running the forward model for
9 Ma (Figure 1b). These two reference states are also the
targets we try to predict with the adjoint method. All models
are computed on a 33  33  33 grid. We assumed n0 = 1 in
equation (8), for the forward adjoint looping.
[23] For this set of experiments, we started the iteration
with different first guesses to the target initial condition
(each of these guesses constituted different cases, A1–A6,
with ‘‘A’’ denoting adjoint method). Either we assumed a
uniform temperature, a temperature that was a function of
the actual initial condition, or generated an estimate through
a simple backward integration (SBI) of the governing
equations. The SBI was obtained by reversing the sign of
gravity from the forward calculation and integrating from t1
to t0. The initial guesses were arranged in order of how
close they are to the target initial condition (Table 2).
Specifically, case A1 had a nearly isothermal condition with
a tiny perturbation. Case A2 had an anomaly with the same
Figure 1. Three-dimension forward-adjoint models (with a 33  33  33 mesh) for a mantle with a
single layer viscosity and uniform background temperature. Shown is temperature for vertical cross
sections along lines of latitude through center of the domain. Reference thermal states at (a) 9 Ma and
(b) present. (c to h) Retrieved initial states at 9 Ma using 6 different initial guesses (case A1–A6, Table 2).
For all cases, 50 forward adjoint iterations were used.
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center as the target, but with a smaller volume (1/8) and
buoyancy. Cases A3 had the same shape and buoyancy
compared to the target, but the center was shifted upward by
500 km. Case A4 also had the same shape and buoyancy as
the target but its center was shifted horizontally by 400 km.
Case A5 had the same center but the anomaly had a larger
volume (2.4) and buoyancy. Case A6 used the SBI to
obtain the first guess.
[24] For comparison, we ran all cases for 50 iterations
while tracking the recovered initial conditions. These
retrieved initial conditions were noticeably different, and
the recoveries in cases A4 to A6 (Figures 1f–1h) were
better than those in A1 to A3 (Figures 1c–1e). Case A6
gave the best recovery (Figure 1h). The root mean square
(RMS) residuals between the recovered initial conditions
and the target initial (Figure 2a), and those between the
predicted and target final (Figure 2b) decreased with the
number of iterations. The terminal (at n = 50) residuals for
both the initial and final states (Figures 2a and 2b),
decreased from case A1 to A6 as the first guess more
closely reflected the target initial condition. The SBI (A6),
especially, started the first iteration with residuals far
smaller than the others and the residuals with the final state
remained small in comparison to the other cases (Figures 2a
and 2b). The rate of convergence was also dependent on the
initial guess: the closer the first guess to the target initial
condition, the faster the convergence (Figures 2a and 2b).
The SBI was one of the fastest converging cases and
required the least number of iterations to converge. If the
final solution is achieved when the slope of the residual
between predicted and target final decreases to below a
specified small value, then solving for the initial condition
with the SBI is almost an order of magnitude faster than the
others. The convergence of case A1, with the nearly
isothermal initial condition is far smaller than A6 using
the SBI and much of this difference arises from the
organization of the forward adjoint looping. For case A1,
the adjoint temperature at t1 is nearly the negative of the
final temperature, in other words, almost possessing the
same buoyancy used in the strict reverse calculation (SBI).
However, when the adjoint temperature in A1 is advected
from t1 to t0, the stored velocity field from the forward
calculation is used, but this velocity field is quite different
from the actual. The SBI overcomes this limitation by using
the velocity field from the actual backward calculation.
[25] Since the solutions are dependent on the first guess,
finding the optimal one is important to decrease calculation
time while obtaining a reasonable solution. Because the SBI
gives the best solution to the initial condition, both in terms
of the terminal residual and the rate of convergence, we
consider this to be a useful means to obtain an optimal first
guess. Another advantage of obtaining the first guess via the
SBI is that it requires no a priori information of the solution.
Algorithmically, it is also easy to obtain.
3.2. Models With Thermal Boundary Layers and
Depth- and Temperature-Dependent Viscosities
[26] The second set of experiments is geophysically more
realistic with a top thermal boundary layer (TBL) represent-
ing the lithosphere and a four-layer mantle with tempera-
ture-dependent viscosity. The TBL has an error function
temperature profile typical of a 40 Ma oceanic lithosphere.
The viscosities for lithosphere, upper mantle, transition zone,
and the lower mantle, without temperature-dependence, are
10, 1, 10, and 40, respectively. The temperature-dependence
on viscosity is given by
hT ¼ ho  exp
1
T þ 0:3 1
 
ð11Þ
Table 2. Description of the Thermal Anomaly Structures in the
Reference Initial State and Various First Guesses
Geometry
Center
(q, f, r)
Diametera
(dimensionless)
Magnitude
(DT)
Reference sphere (1.57, 0.3, 0.7) 0.3 0.3
Case A1 sphere (1.57, 0.3, 0.7) 0.3 0.001
Case A2 sphere (1.57, 0.3, 0.7) 0.15 0.5
Case A3 sphere (1.57, 0.3, 0.78) 0.3 0.3
Case A4 sphere (1.57, 0.39, 0.7) 0.3 0.3
Case A5 sphere (1.57, 0.3, 0.7) 0.4 0.3
Case A6 SBIb - - -
aDiameter of the spherical anomaly, normalized by Ro, radius of the
Earth.
bNote that SBI means simple backward integration, i.e., reverse the sign
of gravity and run the forward model from the present-day mantle structure
for the same amount of time.
Figure 2. Convergence of the models shown in Figure 1.
(a) Root mean square (RMS) residuals of recovered initial
conditions with respect to the reference initial versus
iteration. (b) RMS residuals of the predicted final conditions
with respect to the reference final versus iteration.
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where hT is temperature-dependent viscosity and ho
temperature-free viscosity. This results in an order of
magnitude decrease in viscosity from T = 0 to 1. We also
used a higher Rayleigh number at 5.0  108.
[27] The target initial condition has the same thermal
anomaly as that in section 3.1, only that it has a TBL on
top (Figure 3a). The target final condition (Figure 3b) is
52 Ma after the anomaly had risen through the upper mantle
and eroded the lithosphere. We named six different cases as
AL1 to AL6 (L denoting lithosphere). The first guesses in
cases AL1 to AL5 had the same anomaly structures as
described in Table 2, and they all had the same TBL as in
the target initial. Case A6 is the SBI. Comparatively, these
first guesses in AL1-AL5 had more information on the
target initial than those in A1–A5, because we assumed the
correct TBL in these guess. On the other hand, case AL6
(using the SBI) had less information on the initial condition
because the TBL had to be entirely recovered with the
forward adjoint looping. All models were realized with a 49
 49  49 mesh with an underresolved lithosphere spanned
with just two mesh points.
[28] Since these models are more complex, and thus more
nonlinear, than models in section 3.1, we adopted smaller
damping factors a with no = 2, in order to avoid over-
correction in the iterative process. We integrated the forward
and adjoint equations for 50 iterations to obtain the sol-
Figure 3. Three-dimension forward adjoint models (with a 49  49  49 mesh) for a model with a
radially stratified viscosity and a top thermal boundary layer. Shown is temperature through vertical cross
sections. Reference states at (a) 51.5 Ma and (c) present. (b) Radial viscosity profiles in the reference
initial condition. (d to i) Retrieved initial states from 6 different initial guesses (AL1–AL6) after
50 iterations.
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utions (Figures 3c–3h). Since the temperature field includes
a TBL and a lower mantle anomaly, a small residual would
entail recovering both well. The comparison of recoveries in
these cases is not as obvious as that of only a rising Stokes
sphere (section 3.1). Case AL5 with the closest initial guess
also accumulated substantial errors through the nonlinear
interaction between the rising spherical anomaly and the
thermal erosion of the lithosphere. Case AL4 and AL6 both
gave good recoveries with the smallest residuals between
recovered and target initial condition (Figure 4a) and that
AL6 among all cases had smallest residual between predict
and target final condition (Figure 4b). The SBI (AL6) also
led to fastest convergence, and most of the residuals were
reduced within the first 10 iterations. From both the resid-
uals and rate of convergence, we concluded that the SBI is
still the best initial guess even in such a complex model.
[29] Other experiments showed that by increasing no,
hence decreasing a, we could decrease the terminal resid-
uals of the initial condition in AL1 to AL5 upon conver-
gence, some of which (AL4 and AL5) could be even smaller
than in AL6, indicating a better recovery, but the terminal
residual of the final condition in AL6 was always the
smallest. However, for these tests, we had to increase the
number of iterations to obtain the same amount of reduction
of residuals; in other words, we reduced the rate of
convergence substantially in A1 to A5, while A6 always
had the fastest convergence and smallest residuals during
most of the iterations. This indicates that the SBI first guess
always produces good solutions with least calculation.
4. Incorporation of a Dynamic Topography
Constraint
[30] Unlike atmospheric or oceanographic problems
where many parameters within the interior of the flow can
be measured and calibrated in situ, for the mantle convec-
tion problem dynamic parameters are obtained indirectly. A
good example of such a parameter is the depth-dependence
of mantle viscosity, unfortunately a parameter that remains
uncertain [Walcott, 1973; Hager and Clayton, 1988;
Steinberger and O’Connell, 2000; Mitrovica and Forte,
2004]. This of course is problematic for the adjoint problem
described in section 3 or in the work of Bunge et al. [2003]
or Ismail-Zadeh et al. [2004], because what viscosity should
be used for the recovery of initial conditions? Another
critical parameter for such recoveries is the magnitude of
the temperature or density anomalies. Clearly, important
constraints can be placed on this problem from seismic
tomography, but high-pressure high-temperature laboratory
experiments have not achieved the ability to uniquely map
seismic into thermal anomalies. Thus, even for simple
convection models, we should consider these basic model
parameters to have uncertainty when the adjoint method is
used to infer initial conditions.
[31] With the adjoint method implemented in CitcomS,
we can compute the prior history of thermal anomalies for a
given viscosity model and present-day mantle thermal
structure. From the restored history, we then predict dy-
namic topography that can be constrained through strati-
graphic constraints, such as tectonic subsidence from
boreholes [Pang and Nummedal, 1995], paleoshorelines
[Bond, 1979; Sandiford, 2007; L. DiCaprio et al., Long-
wavelength tilting of the Australian continent since the Late
Cretaceous, submitted to Earth and Planetary Science
Letters, 2008], and sediment isopachs [Cross and Pilger,
1978]. Given these additional observational constraints,
there is the opportunity to place limits on mantle viscosity
and temperatures.
4.1. Isoviscous Mantle
[32] First let us consider a mantle with a uniform viscos-
ity throughout. On the top surface of the convection model,
dynamic topography, h, is defined from
sr;r ¼ rmgh ð12Þ
where sr,r is the total normal stress in the radial direction
and rm is the density contrast across the top surface
(implicitly assuming that air overlies the solid mantle). At
any instant of time, normal stress sr,r is proportional to the
temperature scaling DT (see equation (3)). For an inverse
problem where we use the present-day seismic tomography
to interpret mantle temperature structure, DT is the
temperature magnitude obtained by mapping seismic
velocity variations to thermal anomalies. Together with
equation (12), we relate dynamic topography with a
temperature scaling via a time-dependent coefficient z with
units, m/K. The quantity z describes the response of surface
Figure 4. Same as Figure 2 except for the models shown
in Figure 3.
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dynamic topography with a scaled temperature distribution
and mantle rheology structure.
h tð Þ ¼ z tð ÞDT ð13Þ
[33] The rate of change of dynamic topography _h, how-
ever, is related to the absolute viscosity of the mantle when
the geometry of the thermal anomaly remains fixed [Gurnis et
al., 2000]. Specifically, in the energy equation (equation (4)),
the rate of change of the temperature anomaly DT is
proportional to the product of DT and mantle flow speed
u
*
(i.e.D _T / u*  DT). In a Stokes fluid, u* is proportional to
DT and inversely proportional to mantle viscosity h. Con-
sidering equation (13), we obtain
_h tð Þ ¼ x
0 tð Þ
h
DT2 ð14Þ
[34] For an inverse problem where DT and h are
unknowns, and h(t) and _h(t) are data constraints, we
simplify the problem by rewriting equation (14) with
equation (13)
_h tð Þ ¼ x tð Þ
h
h21 ð15Þ
where h1 = h(t1), with t1 representing present-day time; x (or
x0) is a kernel that describes the response of the rate of
change of surface dynamic topography assuming a specific
mantle viscosity; x has units of Pa/m. Instantaneously, when
the temperature and viscosity structures remained unchanged,
equation (15) was validated numerically for systems with
temperature- and depth-dependent viscosities [Gurnis et al.,
2000].
[35] Because h(t) and _h(t) are potentially two independent
constraints, and equations (13) and (15) each have an
independent unknown, DT and h, respectively, the indepen-
dent unknowns might be recoverable. By using h1 instead of
h(t) on the right hand side of equation (14), we attempt to
partially decouple this two-variable, two-constraint system.
Essentially, we use the magnitude of topography h(t) to
constrain DT (equation (13)), and use its rate of change _h(t)
to constrain h(equation (15)).
[36] The left-hand sides of equations (13) and (15) are
time-dependent. On the right-hand side of the equations,
the time dependence has been collapsed into the two
kernels, z and x, which are evaluated numerically. At
any moment of time, z and x can be found from the solution
of equation (2)–(4) and are dependent on the viscosity and
temperature distribution. Evaluation of x requires two suc-
cessive solutions of equation (2)–(4) so that _h(t) can be
found.
[37] Assuming the ‘‘structure’’ of the present-day temper-
ature field is the same as the structure obtained from seismic
tomography, we now show how equation (13) and equation
(15) can be incorporated within an iterative scheme to solve
for the unknowns DT and h based on observed and
predicted h(t) and _h(t). Define j to be the index of a loop
used to refine temperature and viscosity, while i remains the
index over time as it was in the forward adjoint looping
(section 3). At any given time i in loop j, the numerical
values of the two kernels z and x are computed as z ij =
hi/DT
j, xij = _hi  hj/(h1)2, respectively. Here we treat two
kernels as implicit Green’s functions. DT and h are updated
by a method that is similar to back-projection used in
seismic topography [Rowlinson and Sambridge, 2003], the
difference being the use of implicit coefficients (z and x) in
this case.
DTjþ1 ¼ DTj þ g1
n
Xn
i¼1
z ij hdi  hi½  ð16Þ
hjþ1 ¼ hj þ g2
m
Xm
i¼1
xij
h2d1
_hdi
 h
2
1
_hi
" #
ð17Þ
where m and n are the numbers of sample points within the
time series and are potentially different because of the
different number of constraints on topography and its rate of
change; subscript d refers to data (observational constraints);
g1 and g2 are two damping factors with values < = 0.5.
[38] This iteration is at a higher level than that of forward
adjoint looping and we refer to it as the outer iteration.
Essentially, seismic tomography at the present-day is used
to constrain the geometry or depth distribution but not the
precise amplitude of mantle temperature anomalies, and the
forward adjoint looping is used to find that geometry during
earlier times. The outer looping is used to refine both the
scaling between seismic velocity variations and temper-
atures (or density) and the viscosity distribution. The whole
procedure is divided into two parts:
[39] 1. The first part is the inner loop. While DT and h
(without varying temperature-dependence) remain constant,
perform adjoint calculation to recover the initial condition
with the SBI first guess, and predict the dynamic topogra-
phy during the final iteration.
[40] 2. The second part is the outer loop. Update DT and
h via (16) and (17) through the mismatch of the predicted
and target dynamic topography and its rate of change.
[41] The whole procedure is terminated upon conver-
gence of the two model parameters.
[42] In a synthetic experiment, a cold spherical anomaly
sinks from top to bottom of the mantle within a 3-D
spherical region; the system has initial (Figure 5a) and final
reference states (Figure 5b). On the top surface, topography
is sampled directly above the center of the anomaly. To
illustrate the effect of forward adjoint iteration on dynamic
topography, we ran the inner loop described above assum-
ing that the temperature scaling and the absolute value of
viscosity are known. The SBI initial guess (Figure 5c) is
more diffused in comparison to the finally recovered initial
condition after 50 iterations (Figure 5d). The adjoint method
reduces the RMS residuals for the initial and final states by
about a factor of 3 and 5, respectively (Figure 5e). Conse-
quently, the associated dynamic topography curves from t0
to t1 are also notably different (Figure 5f). The curve from
the SBI deviates from the reference much more than the one
from the recovered solution, with a maximum deviation in
magnitude by 35% versus 5% of the reference value at
16 Ma. Although the SBI is a good method to find the best
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first guess for the forward adjoint looping, the experiment
demonstrates that the simple backward advection of the
anomaly (SBI) does not perfectly predict the evolution of
dynamic topography.
[43] We then started the outer loop with two initial
models (cases AH1 and AH2) in which the temperature
scaling DT and mantle viscosity h had ‘‘guessed values’’
that were different from the reference ones. The initially
guessed parameters of case AH1 (Figures 6a and 6b at
loop 1) were such that its effective Rayleigh number was
equal to the actual Ra for the reference state while case AH2
(Figures 6e and 6f at loop 1) had an effective Rayleigh
number 4 times smaller. In both cases, we applied the two-
level looping algorithm. The inner loop was applied so that
the iteration always started with the SBI first guess, and the
number of forward adjoint iterations increased as the index
of the outer loop increased. We applied this simplification
because the first recovered initial condition was not well
known before the constraints on h(t) and _h(t) were applied.
Owing to the initially underestimated temperature scaling
DT in both AH1 and AH2, the first predicted temporal
dynamic topography curves had small magnitudes and
slopes. By applying the outer loop upon the predicted and
reference dynamic topography (Figures 6c and 6g), we
updated model parameters DT and h. The difference in
magnitudes of topography h(t) forcedDT to increase in both
cases where AH2 increased faster due to a larger difference.
Differences in slope _h(t) normalized by present-day magni-
tude of topography h1 updated the viscosity. The apparently
smaller slope in AH1 was actually larger than that of the
reference when normalized by h1 and hence forced the
viscosity to increase. The initial smaller slope for dynamic
topography in AH2 forced the viscosity to decrease, and the
smaller magnitude forced temperature to increase, over-
shooting the reference temperature. The overshot was cor-
rected as the viscosity also approached the true value. As a
result, for both cases AH1 and AH2, the temporal (Figures 6c
and 6g) and spatial (Figures 6d and 6h) distribution of
dynamic topography converged to the target curves as the
two incorrectly guessed model parameters converged to the
reference values after a finite number of loops (Figures 6a,
6b, 6e, and 6f). Most of the model corrections occurred
within the first 10 outer loops.
[44] As discussed in section 3, due to the artificially
defined initial condition and low resolution of meshing,
the recovered initial condition by the adjoint method is not
exact, even with the same model that generates the reference
states (Figure 5d). This effect shows up in the recovered
model parameters as a deviation of viscosity from the
reference value by about 2% and that of the temperature
scaling by about 1%. However, the final solutions in both
cases AH1 and AH2 are almost identical, indicating the
Figure 5. Three-dimensional model with a single viscosity layer (modeled with a 33  33  33 mesh).
Reference thermal states at (a) 16 Ma and (b) the present. (c) First guessed initial condition with a simple
backward integration (SBI). (d) Recovered initial condition with the adjoint method after 50 iterations.
(e) RMS residuals for the initial and final states based on the adjoint method. (f) The predicted dynamic
topography histories based on SBI and the adjoint method, compared against the reference dynamic
topography. All calculations assume a known viscosity structure.
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two-level algorithm can both recover initial conditions and
unknown material properties.
[45] Under highly controlled set of circumstances, this
test shows that the history of the dynamic topography is a
valuable constraint on mantle viscosity and magnitude of
present-day mantle thermal structures. We will now explore
the limitations of this conclusion under more realistic
conditions.
4.2. Layered Mantle
[46] We now consider the geophysically more relevant
possibility of a layered mantle viscosity [Hager, 1984;
Mitrovica and Forte, 1997]. We used a two-layer mantle
and attempted to recover three variables: DT (present-day
temperature anomaly), hum (upper mantle viscosity), and hlm
(lower mantle viscosity). Given this potentially underdeter-
Figure 6. Recovery of model parameters using dynamic topography for models with a single layer. The
starting model has either (a–d) the same effective Rayleigh number (case AH1) or (e–h) a Rayleigh
number 4 times smaller (case AH2) than the reference value. All results plotted with respect to the outer
loop index (k) and are computed from the last iteration of the inner (forward adjoint) looping. Shown
from top to bottom are the temperature scaling (Figures 6a and 6e), viscosity (Figures 6b and 6f),
temporal evolution of dynamic topography recorded at one point on the surface (Figures 6c and 6g), and
latitudinal profile of dynamic topography across the center of the surface at 16 Ma (Figures 6d and 6h).
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mined problem, we determine what we might hope to
recover.
[47] For a thermal anomaly within the upper mantle, the
upper mantle viscosity controls the flow velocity, u
*
, and the
evolving dynamic topography. Assuming that the density
anomaly has not yet entered the lower mantle the system has
only two variables, DT and hum, just like the isoviscous
mantle discussed above. This assumption is not entirely true
since the h does depend on the ratio of upper to lower
mantle viscosity [Richards and Hager, 1984; Hager, 1984].
Approximately, we still have the linear relation between h(t)
and DT, equation (13), and the following relation for _h(t),
which is similar to equation (14)
_h tð Þ  x
0 tð Þ
hum
DT2 ð18Þ
[48] For a density anomaly within the lower mantle, the
flow speed u
*
is approximately inversely proportional to hlm,
and the surface normal stress which defines h(t) is propor-
tional to hum. So equation (13) becomes
h tð Þ ¼ z tð ÞRhDT ð19Þ
where Rh = hum/hlm, is the ratio of upper to lower mantle
viscosity. Consider a static situation in which we neglect
time dependence, equation (19) is nonlinear due to the fact
that z = z(Rh), while equation (13) is linear since z is not a
function of DT. This implies the inverse problem for a two-
layer viscosity mantle is more nonlinear than for a single
layer mantle. The relation D _T / u*  DT, together with
equation (19), leads to the expression
_h tð Þ ¼ x tð Þ
hum
h21 ð20Þ
where h1 is dynamic topography at the present-day. Again,
we use h1 instead of h(t) on the right-hand side of equation
(20) to avoid the sharing of data constraints. In fact,
equation (18) and (20) are equivalent: replace DTwith h1 in
equation (18) and equation (20) is obtained. This shows that
the rate of change of dynamic topography should be a good
constraint on the upper mantle viscosity.
[49] Rearranging and discretizing equation (20) lead to
hjþ1um ¼ hjum þ
g3
m
Xm
i¼1
vixij
h2D1
_hDi
 h
2
1
_hi
" #
ð21Þ
+ For the other two variables, DT and hlm, we have constraint
equations (13) and (19). Ideally, we could use equation (13)
to constrain DT by assimilating topographic data associated
with density anomalies crossing the upper mantle through
equation (16). Equation (19) could be used to constrain hlm
by topographic data with lower mantle anomalies iteratively
hjþ1lm ¼ hjlm þ
g4
l
Xl
i¼1
wi
DTjþ1hjþ1um
V ij
1
hDi
 1
hi
 
ð22Þ
[50] In equations (21) and (22), m and l are the numbers
of sample points within the time series; g3 and g4 are two
damping factors with values <= 0.5; two kernels z ij = Rh
j
DTj/hi and xij = _hi  hj/(h1)2; vi and wi are weighting
functions that change with time. We assumed that vi (wi)
decreases (increases) linearly from i = 1 to l.
[51] However, because a thermal anomaly will move
faster in the upper mantle than in the lower mantle, a
topographic history would be more heavily weighted in
time for the lower mantle, where DT largely trades off with
hlm when using the dynamic topography (see equation (19)).
In other words, temperature anomaly and lower mantle
viscosity are coupled for most of the topographic record.
[52] Therefore, in order to simultaneously invert for all
three variables, we should avoid the tradeoff between
temperature scaling and lower mantle viscosity. We
designed a three-level iterative scheme which solves for
all three parameters while minimizing potential tradeoffs
between them:
[53] 1. The first level is the inner level. While DT, hum
and hlm remain fixed, perform forward-adjoint looping to
recover the initial condition.
[54] 2. The second level is the middle level. While DT
remains fixed, update hum and hlm via equations (21) and
(22) through the mismatch of the predicted and target
dynamic topography and its rate of change.
[55] 3. The third level is the outer level. Update DT
according to equation (16).
[56] The whole procedure is terminated upon conver-
gence of the three model parameters.
[57] For an explicit example, we consider a 2-D model
that simulates a subduction scenario, where a fragment of a
cold slab sinks from the upper mantle into the low mantle
over a period of 36 Ma (Figures 7a and 7b). The dynamic
topography is recorded at the surface at some point on the
‘‘overriding’’ plate. We assume that the top surface is fixed;
if the plates are moving then the observational record of
topography is in the plate frame [Gurnis et al., 1998] and
using the mismatch between observed and predicted quan-
tities will be more involved than what the experiment given
below suggests.
[58] To avoid numerical artifacts, we generated the initial
condition by first defining a smooth slab on the surface and
then allowing the slab to sink to the position shown in
Figure 7a. A fine resolution mesh with a 129  129 grid is
used, to mimic the trench-normal cross section. We com-
pared the SBI first guess (Figure 7c) and the recovered
solution (Figure 7d) through the same model that generates
the reference states, with residual curves shown in Figure 7e.
The SBI first guess is visually diffused while the recovered
solution is nearly identical to the reference initial. Moreover,
the dynamic topography associated with the SBI deviates
from the reference by about 20% at 36 Ma while that with
the recovered solution is less than 1%. This indicates that
the recovered initial condition with simple forward adjoint
looping is almost perfect if the viscosity and temperature
scaling are known a priori.
[59] Since the inner level involving the forward-adjoint
looping has been described in section 4.1, we focus our
discussion on the middle and outer levels. For the middle
level, we show several cases with different DT values,
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where upper and lower mantle viscosities are recovered
from several initial guesses.
[60] In a set of experiments, we chose DT at its reference
value but incorrectly guessed both viscosities. We tried two
starting viscosity models AH3 and AH4 that were both
guessed to be isoviscous with (hum, hlm) = (5, 5) and (20,
20), respectively, while the target had a layered viscosity,
(hum, hlm) = (1, 10) (Figures 8a and 8c). Because the initial
upper/lower mantle viscosity ratio was overestimated in
both models, equation (19) implies that the present-day
dynamic topography should be over predicted, as verified
as loop 1 in Figures 8b and 8d. Since hlm was controlled by
the magnitude of topography during the later part of its
evolution, the over predicted magnitude of h caused hlm to
increase (Figures 8a and 8c). Since the upper mantle
viscosity hum was overestimated in both AH3 and AH4,
the rate of the change of topography was small during the
early stages of evolution (Figures 8b and 8d). This differ-
ence forced hum to decrease quickly in both cases. Changes
in both hum and hlm likewise reduced their ratio. As a result, in
AH3, both viscosities changed monotonically (Figure 8a),
while in AH4, hlm first overshot the target (Figure 8c). This
overshoot happened because hlm was forced to increase at
the beginning due to an initially overpredicted h, but as hum
decreased the viscosity ratio went below the reference,
h became underpredicted which led to the final decrease
of hlm. As the viscosities converged, the topographic evo-
lution conformed to the target in both cases after a finite
number of loops (Figures 8b and 8d). We conclude that the
solution is potentially robust as it does not depend on the
initial models. Additional experiments demonstrate that
solution errors of both upper and lower mantle viscosities
are within 1%.
[61] With another set of experiments with all target values
as those just described (AH3 and AH4), but we incorrectly
guessed DT so that it was either smaller (AH5) or larger
(AH6) than the true value by 50%. AH5 started with an
initially isoviscous state, (hum, hlm) = (5, 5) (see Figure 9a
loop 1); and AH6 started with a higher viscosity, (hum, hlm)
= (20, 20) (see Figure 9c loop 1). The initial models were
chosen such that their effective Rayleigh numbers were not
too far from the target values. Parameter recovery in these
two cases was similar to what we observed above. Although
the viscosity ratio Rh was the same in both AH5 and AH6,
the present-day dynamic topographies were different in
loop 1, in proportion to the different temperature scaling
DT (equation (19)). Consequently, lower mantle viscosities
hlm evolved very differently when the temperature was
incorrectly guessed. In both cases AH5 and AH6, con-
verged solutions for both viscosities and dynamic topogra-
phy were obtained. However, although the recovered upper
mantle viscosities were always close, there was a tradeoff
between lower mantle viscosity and the temperature scaling,
as expected from equation (19). With more tests on different
initial viscosity models, we found that the solutions were
robust in that the converged viscosities oscillated around
some mean values by no more than 5%. Deviations of the
topographic evolutions from the target are instructive
(Figures 9b and 9d): due to the tradeoff between DT and
hlm, the later portion of the predicted curve (closer to
Figure 7. Same as Figure 5 except for 2-D models (on a 129  129 mesh) with a two-layer viscosity.
(a–d) The dashed lines indicate the upper and lower mantle interface.
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present-day) always matched the reference curve; however
the early portion of the curves were never well predicted
since DT did not trade off with hum. Specifically, the earliest
portion of the curve was flatter than the reference when DT
was smaller, and steeper when DT larger.
[62] This deviation in topographies during the early part
of evolution is the basis of an outer level iteration for the
update of DT. When DT is incorrect, lower mantle viscosity
trades off with temperature, upper mantle viscosity does
not; in theory, dynamic topography can never be predicted
Figure 8. A two-level looping for recovery of both viscosities and initial condition, with temperature
scaling at its reference value. Evolution of upper and lower mantle viscosities with respect to middle loop
index (j) for cases (a) AH3 and (c) AH4, with dotted lines indicating the reference values. (b, d)
Convergence of temporal dynamic topography recorded at one point for cases AH3 and AH4,
respectively.
Figure 9. Same as Figure 8, except that the temperature scaling is either (a, b) smaller (case AH5) or (c, d)
larger (case AH6) than the reference value by 50%.
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exactly if DT is incorrect. Equations (13) and (18) imply
that different DT lead to different early topographic evolu-
tions. In practice, we used the very simple relation described
by equation (13) to update DT, constrained from the
deviation described above. The iterative relation is given
by equation (16), where n is the number of data points
within the time period when this deviation occurred. Instead
of using the absolute magnitude of dynamic topography, we
used the amount of change of topography from the initial
time to the nth point. Essentially, we use the difference in
the slope at the initial stage of subduction.
[63] As an example, we used the values of DT in AH5
and AH6 as two starting guesses for the temperature scaling
and then applied an additional outer loop (calling these new
cases, AHT1 and AHT2). The procedure for the outer loop
is described above. Note that with different values of DT,
the converged dynamic topography had different slopes at
initial times. We calculated the mismatch between the
predicted and reference dynamic topography over the early
part of topographic evolution and applied equation (16) to
update DT. Consequently, the deviated topographic curves
in both AHT1 (Figure 10a) and AHT2 (Figure 10e) moved
toward the reference as the number of outer loops increased.
Convergence of DT were shown in Figures 10b and 10f
with respect to outer loop, where the symbol size was
proportional to the residual between predicted and reference
dynamic topography. Both the evolution of topography and
that of DT indicated a correct convergence. To show the
interior process of this three-level looping scheme, we
picked some value of DT during the evolution as an
example. For this DT, we plotted the updating mantle
viscosities, i.e., the middle level loop (Figures 10c and
10g). The inner most loop was shown for the two converged
viscosities where the RMS residuals between predicted and
target mantle thermal structure at the initial and final
(present-day) time were plotted (Figures 10d and 10h).
These experiments illustrate well that when DT is incorrect,
recovered hlm is also incorrect; recovered mantle initial
Figure 10. The three-level looping algorithm shown for cases (a–d) AHT1 and (e–h) AHT2, with i, j,
and k denoting the index of inner, middle, and outer loops, respectively. Shown are evolution of
topography at the earliest time (Figures 10a and 10e) and temperature scaling (Figures 10b and 10f) with
respect to outer loop, convergence of upper and lower mantle viscosities versus middle loop, and RMS
residuals for both initial and final states of temperature fields for chosen temperature scaling and
viscosities. In Figures 10b and 10f, the size (area) of the open circles correspond to the mismatch between
magnitudes of predicted and reference dynamic topography in Figures 10a and 10e, respectively. All
dashed lines indicate the target values.
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conditions based on these model parameters are far from the
reference initial since the RMS residuals remain large
(compare Figures 10d and 10h with Figure 7e). By fitting
the slope of the topography (Figures 10a and 10e), DT was
constrained to converge. The recovered temperature scaling
in both cases approximated its target value within 1%. How
closely the final solution fits will be affected by the
discretization of data and the form of weighting functions
in equations (16), (20), and (21). In the final solution, all
recovered model parameters have errors less than 1%,
where the lower mantle viscosity linearly trades off with
temperature scaling.
[64] In summary, our experiments show that, given a
record of dynamic topography and the present-day mantle
seismic tomography, this three-level looping scheme allows
the recovery of all three parameters.
5. Discussion and Conclusions
[65] Constraining the state of the mantle in the past (i.e.,
initial conditions) is essential for geodynamic studies of
plate motion [e.g., Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards, 1998],
hot spot drift [e.g., Steinberger and O’Connell, 2000], and
sea level change [e.g., Gurnis et al., 1998]. These three
kinds of studies linking observations (plate motions, hot
spot tracks, and continental stratigraphy) to geodynamic
models all employed estimates of initial conditions based on
different methods that we will describe below. However, to
infer initial conditions none of these geodynamic studies
used adjoint methods widely developed for atmospheric and
oceanographic problems. In order to better constrain mantle
initial conditions and properties, we continued development
of adjoint and inverse methods for mantle convection.
[66] Inferring initial conditions with adjoint methods for
mantle convection seems inherently ambiguous compared
to atmospheric circulation problems where direct constraints
on initial conditions from measurements in the system
interior are used. Using a technique similar to that in the
work of Bunge et al. [2003], we first inferred initial
conditions via the looping between forward and adjoint
calculations to minimize the difference between a prediction
and the final state of the mantle (a state that can be
determined from seismic tomography). An optimal conver-
gence requires some preconstraint on the initial condition.
Starting the first forward calculation with an isothermal
mantle was less efficient than with an initial guess obtained
by the simple backward integration (SBI) of the convection
equations that starts with present-day structure.
[67] The adjoint method is an iterative gradient method
that solves for a linearized problem. For the final solution to
reach the global minimum in the residual space, the trial
solution in the first iteration must be close to the true
solution. Since the SBI initial guess makes use of present-
day mantle information, this inverse of mantle convection
approximates the true solution to first order. Therefore, the
SBI initial guess guarantees a good solution with the adjoint
method, as long as the model has not been run so long that
diffusion at boundary layers dominates the problem.
[68] The SBI initial guess is close to optimal for most
mantle convection problems because advection dominates
thermal diffusion with a typical Peclet number on the order
of 103. To best approximate the true solution, an initial
guess must capture its total buoyancy and geometry that we
demonstrated with several numerical experiments in which
either the buoyancy was underestimated or the initial
location was incorrect. In these cases, the trial solutions
all have large initial errors that must be iteratively removed
with forward adjoint looping. An idealized case with the
correct initial location and buoyancy that is close to the
actual initial condition recovers the initial condition nearly
as well as the SBI. Since the SBI involves the solution of
the three conservation equations (equations (2)–(4)), we
obtain a condition that has almost the same total buoyancy
as that in the true solution and with its geometry defined
through the coupled solution of flow and advection; this
initial guess will, of course, lead to a good solution. It is
worthwhile to note that, even for a thermal boundary layer
problem where diffusion dominates; this SBI initial guess
still seems to be preferred [Ismail-Zadeh et al., 2001].
[69] Even when a Stokes sphere interacts with and dis-
torts a thermal boundary layer, where diffusion is important,
the SBI continues to provide a good first guess. However,
SBI will face difficulty when the anomalies reach a thermal
boundary layer (TBL) and gradually diffuse away, which
means SBI will not provide the same amount of buoyancy
force. This is the natural limit for the adjoint method
[Ismail-Zadeh et al., 2004].
[70] Seismology has revealed that the mantle has both
seismically fast and slow regions that putatively represent a
complex combination of thermal and chemical anomalies
[Masters et al., 2000; Ishii and Tromp, 1999; Ni et al.,
2002]. In these real cases where mantle anomalies have
irregular geometry and amplitude, arbitrary initial guesses
can hardly capture the true solution in the first place, and the
SBI initial guess will be especially beneficial.
[71] Combined with dynamic topography observations,
the application of the adjoint method can be expanded so
that not only can past mantle structures be recovered but
constraints placed on mantle properties. On the basis of the
governing equations, we developed multilevel iteration
schemes that constrain both mantle thermal anomalies (the
scaling between seismic velocity and temperature or density)
and absolute values of upper and lower mantle viscosities.
With synthetic experiments, we show that our algorithm is
stable and robust. It is worthwhile to note that although this
algorithm allows all three model parameters to vary while
the final solution remains unique (the uniqueness depends
on the recovering power of the adjoint method), in practice
we should take advantage of a priori knowledge of these
quantities, which will reduce the calculation time substan-
tially. This will be essential for large 3-D models.
[72] Synthetic experiments are ideal, and realistic model-
ing is limited by other factors, including the availability and
quality of data. Dynamic topography can be spatially and
temporally incomplete, but a complete record is not required
for convergence. For example, the dynamic topography con-
straints on Australian vertical motion since the Cretcaeous are
limited to specific intervals of time [Gurnis et al., 1998;
DiCaprio et al., submitted manuscript, 2008]. Rate of
change of dynamic topography associated with upper man-
tle thermal structures is especially useful and requires better
data coverage both in time and in space, which also seems
to be the case in reality [Pang and Nummedal, 1995; Bond,
1979]. Given these features, our method may work well
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when applied to realistic modeling problems, for example,
reconstructing the subduction history of the Farallon plate
underneath North America, using the stratigraphic record on
the continent of North America and tomographic image
under the continent. Errors associated with recovered dy-
namic topography from stratigraphy will propagate into the
solution of lower mantle viscosity and temperature scaling,
mainly due to the fact that these two quantities strongly
trade off.
[73] The physical significance of this study is twofold.
First, it is a new way to calculate mantle viscosities which is
almost perfect in synthetic tests as discussed in this paper.
This method has an equally good recovery of both upper
and lower mantle viscosity, not like glacial rebound
models sampling mostly the upper mantle. Furthermore,
our methods put constraints on the absolute viscosities of
the mantle, while previous geoid studies constrain the
upper–lower mantle viscosity ratio only. Second, when
using real data including seismic tomography, the con-
straint on the temperature to velocity scaling by this method
can be important for understanding the relation between
seismic velocities and temperature and pressure under
mantle conditions.
[74] The inherent power of our inverse method is that a
single density anomaly rises (sinks) through the whole
mantle and at each depth samples the viscosity through
the rate at which dynamic topography changes. Inherent in
this idea is that the magnitude of the density anomaly
remains fixed. Of course, the assumption of a constant
density difference at each depth is unlikely to be true for
mantle convection because the mantle is compressible and
different materials will compress at different rates as they
ascend (descend) through the mantle [e.g., Tan and Gurnis,
2007].
[75] The recovery of initial conditions, two viscosities,
and the temperature scaling, from only dynamic topography
and the shape of the present-day temperature structure (i.e.,
‘‘seismic tomography’’) appears to be under determined.
However, for the synthetic experiments this is not the case.
The reason is that we have a set of dynamic topography
values: one value of dynamic topography places some
constraints on the temperature scaling while two dynamic
topographies early in the evolution constrain the shallow
viscosity (for example), while two dynamic topographies
later in the evolution constrain the deeper viscosity. Together,
the set of data leads to the recovery of the viscosities,
temperature scaling, and initial condition. However, in
reality the problem is likely to be underdetermined because
the number of unique dynamic topography values will be
limited and the mantle presumably has a more complex
viscosity structure than simulated by a two-layer model.
[76] We should point out that the relationships we devel-
oped between different model parameters and the looping
schemes we employed are not the only forms as other
constraints not considered here could be added to the
time-dependent problem (such as the present-day geoid
and the history of plate motions).
[77] Another issue for problems tailored to the observa-
tional record is plate motions, which are an important
constraint on mantle flow [e.g., Hager and O’Connell,
1979]. When dynamic topography is used in the inverse
procedure, plate motions complicate the problem since the
stratigraphic record moves with respect to the rising and
sinking mantle anomalies [Gurnis et al., 1998]. Therefore, a
transfer function between the two reference frames is
needed. The means to overcome this complication is now
underway.
[78] The use of tomography-based adjoint methods is not
the only way to infer the internal state of the mantle at
earlier times and we suggest that there are two other means
to arrive at such ‘‘initial conditions.’’ In plate motion con-
strained mantle flow models, mantle structures can be
estimated by a ‘‘forward approach’’ in which a flow model
is started earlier in time and then integrated forward to the
time of interest [Bunge et al., 1998, 2002]. Initial conditions
can also be inferred via a tectonic approach based on
generating the internal state at a previous time from some
combination of surface observations (such as proxies for the
configuration of plates, the position of subduction, or hot
spot volcanism). For example, based on the orientation of
Mesozoic subduction, Gurnis et al. [1998] developed an
initial condition at 130 Ma and then forward simulated
convection beneath Australia. Bunge and Grand [2000]
used the geological arguments that the Farallon slab was
flat lying at 80 Ma and then forward modeled flow
beneath North America. These methods complement the
inverse models and have different sources of errors. The
forward and inverse approaches shared two sources of error:
subduction parameterization and radial viscosity structure.
However, forward models were sensitive to uncertainties in
the plate reconstruction further back in time while inverse
models were sensitive to error in reconstructions from the
time of interest to the present. We suspect that uncertainty
(e.g., the range of structural models permissible at any given
time) can be better estimated by comparing the results from
these three different methods of generating paleomantle
structures. Consequently, we believe that the adjoint and
inverse methods we have developed here should be used in
conjunction with the forward and tectonic approaches.
Together, these methods will allow a new generation of
global and dynamic models to be developed that have well
constrained initial conditions.
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